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We are living in an equity market world, where reactions are 

typically sharp swift and short lived. The sharp fall leads to 

panic formation leaving scope for bargain buying. This is 

exactly what has happened over the last few months. We at 

Roha Asset Managers are not surprised by this untimely rally 

and our investment strategy of staying invested in quality 

mid-small caps helped recovery since March lows. After all, 

in the history of pandemics, equity markets tend to decline 

sharply and then recover. Given that equity market precedes 

economic bottom, there will always be a disconnect between 

market rallies and ground levels reality.

Unprecedented and proactive reaction from global central bankers in providing huge stimulus and low interest rates 

has created global and emerging markets to rally. While it may be reasonable to see some sell-off or consolidation 

post this rally, we expect declines or corrections to be short lived given that incrementally factories & shops are 

opening up amidst acceptance of Covid. Many high frequency data such as E-way bills, power consumption, online 

payments, freight carried by trains and Google mobility trends indicate month-on-month improvement and activity 

levels are currently at ~80-85% of normal levels. While few states have reverted back to stricter lock-downs in 

containment zones in July and so recovery pace may be slower, we expect demand recovery in India should be swift post 

an inevitable end to the lockdown.

Nevertheless, normalisation of economy is important at the earliest given stress in sme/msme corporate with 

potential job losses and higher working capital requirement.  

From valuations perspective, many companies are still under-valued in terms of their long term potential and are 

mean reverting. In mid-small caps specifically, we find a number of companies available at even 4-5x their 

sustainable operating cash flows even though their near-term earnings will be muted. Value stocks have potential for 

alpha or higher than market average returns. In the current uncertain Covid era, we have invested in companies 

where there is no existential threat and business is cash flow generating. Our belief and expectation is that markets 

will eventually reward such companies. We have not attempted to time the market which is a futile exercise. Market 

has already started focusing beyond short-term demand issues. After all, value of many a business is far higher 

based on discounted cash flows it can generate over its life compared to irrational quoted price driven by pessimism 

and fear. 
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Specialty chemicals is another area we like given 

continued business shift from China due to pollution 

control norms. Huge amount of capex is happening in 

this space which is an indicator of growth prospects of 

speciality chemicals spectrum. Besides, specialty 

chemicals are the building blocks for pharma, personal 

care and agro chemicals that are in the essential 

category. 

We have invested in selective Pharma companies 

operating in domestic market of prescription driven 

drugs given their strong growth brands or expected 

benefit from domestic launches given global R&D 

strength. Also, invested in companies who supply to 

regulated and unregulated markets. 

ROHA EMERGING 
COMPANIES FUND 

We have invested in selective consumer companies in mid & small caps where valuations are attractive. These include 

food processing, beverage, footwear to digital media and personal care. 

We also like agriculture related companies that produce farm equipment like tractors including seeds and crop 

protection companies. Their earnings impact has been limited during lock-down. We expect Rural demand could remain 

strong since the rural economy has been positively affected by a bumper rabi, bright prospects of kharif, the MSP hike 

(12%+ in 2019), a milder shutdown, quick supply normalisation for agro produce and stimulus measures. Govt data 

shows large expansion of MNREGA scheme which is good for rural demand. 



Metals is another space where valuations have turned 

attractive. Prefer companies with cost competence and cash 

flows. In autos, personal mobility like 2 wheeler & cars can 

recover with pent up demand and preference to avoid public 

transport. We are evaluating this space with cautious 

optimism.

Financials offers highest margin of safety post sharp 

correction provided there is access to capital and quality of 

book is secured. As normalcy in business comes back, we 

expect collection efficiency to improve gradually. At this stage 

would prefer secured lending companies at near or  lower 

than book values like housing finance (with low exposure to 

builder loan). Micro-finance companies being unsecured are 

at risk but given that their target market is rural lending or 

agriculture that are in essential category, selective 

opportunities exist. 

Overall, the financial services may go through a volatile phase in the short term.  Challenges exist in the near term 

related to moratorium, asset quality and growth. As such, we are currently extremely selective or cautious to invest 

in this sector.

Businesses such as tourism, cinema multiplexes, media advertising being discretionary, commercial vehicles in 

autos, real estate sector will get impacted significantly in the current Covid environment and will take a longer time 

to come back. We are avoiding many of such businesses for now till we see early signs of normalisation or distress 

valuations. Excessively priced consumer staple companies valued at 50-60x earnings also do not leave too much 

room for upside to invest.

Overall, our relative preference continues towards investing in health-care or pharmaceuticals, agriculture related 

businesses, specialty chemicals, non-discretionary consumer that have limited earnings impact due to lockdown. 

E-commerce & digital platform oriented businesses is another area we prefer due to scalable, asset-light & unique 

business model with entry barriers. 

Avoiding for now

STAY SAFE. KEEP INVESTING.
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